Three-dimensional reconstruction of cardiac structures from transesophageal echocardiography.
Although tomographic imaging has been very successful in cardiology,the quantitation of volumes, surfaces, and masses,as well as understanding of complex morphologies would improve by three-dimensional imaging. This review focuses on approaches to 3-D reconstruction from transesophageal echocardiography. In the past, several attempts using either stepwise parallel translation or stepwise rotation of the transducer have been made. In vitro and, to a limited extent, in vivo studies have confirmed high accuracy in calculating left ventricular volumes in such manner. Complex cardiac structures and their motion, such as the mitral annulus, mitral leaflets, atrial septal defects, and others have been reconstructed from patient studies. Although potentially a powerful tool for cardiac imaging with promising quantitation capabilities, progress is needed in particular in the field of border detection to make 3-D imaging practical enough for clinical use.